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urvil thinks of celina as his 'one night stand' but she breaks his heart. he will not give up until he learns to deal with his
condition. this is the first time urvil is supposed to come out to his family and to himself. this web series explores his

journey of coming out to his family and society. while he tries to understand himself, it also highlights how every person
is different and that perhaps we are all from the same past. we all go through the same emotions and struggles in life. as
he is an indian, so i am an indian, and we need to understand each other better. urvil raisingh ( amit roy), a conservative
hindu banker and celibate, has a one night stand with celina (vanita bajaj), a feminine, bisexual, effeminate homosexual
male, by whom he is astonished to find that she has blue eyes and dark skin, and sounds somewhat foreign. he ends up
falling in love with her and wants to marry her because of a bad past, and because she is an indian. with the love of his
life, he isn't sure what to do. sonali gulati is an indian-american director, producer and screenwriter who lives in la. after

graduating from dartmouth college, and spending two years in mumbai working with aatish taseer, she studied
filmmaking at columbia university as a women’s studies fellow. she then began her career in the united states with “from

boys to men”, a documentary on gay and lesbian men, which premiered at the sundance film festival. before that she
had written for the desi comedy show, “shelter”, while studying the coronavirus at the smithsonian asian pacific

american center. “one night stand” focuses on the experience of coming out to one's family after leaving an arranged
marriage. how far can a person go to reach a home she once was told would be her family?
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